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Abstract: In this paper, we present a real-time implementation of an OFDM hardware platform. The platform is based on HW blocks that can be put together to configure a wireless system based on OFDM modulation. The platform can be easily upgraded to test pre-coding cooperation algorithms. We evaluate the platform to implement a diversity Alamouti 2x1 MIMO scheme wireless system. The testbed is implemented using Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGAs) through Xilinx System Generator for DSP. Blocks for time-domain synchronization and channel estimation are key components necessary in transmission system that require good time synchronization and channel estimation for efficient demodulation.
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1 Introduction

Wireless systems are one of the key components for enabling the information society. To meet the service requirements of future multimedia applications, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is being adopted in various kinds of broadband wireless systems [1], namely the LTE standard [2].

It is commonly agreed that the provision of the broadband wireless component will rely on the use of multiple antennas at transmitter/receiver side. Multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communications are effective at mitigating the channel fading and thus improving the cellular system capacity. By configuring multiple antennas at both the base station (BS) and user terminal (UT), the channel capacity may be improved proportionally to the minimum number of the antennas at the transmitter and receiver [3].

MIMO systems are used to achieve diversity or/multiplexing gains and both techniques are considered in the LTE. This paper focuses on the diversity based techniques. Space-time/frequency coding schemes, such as space-time block coding (STBC) or space-frequency block coding (SFNC), relying on multiple antennas at the transmitter side and appropriate signal processing at the receiver were proposed in [4][5]. The combination of STBC/SFBC with OFDM and SU equalizers at the receiver was considered in [6]. This combination was already adopted in the LTE.

Several testbeds for OFDM systems based on SDR have been reported on literature. For example in [7] it is presented an OFDM modulator/demodulator with two synchronization options and two error-controlling techniques. The work in [8] uses GNU radio to transfer OFDM signals with QPSK and BPSK modulation to analyze the packet-received ratio for Quality of Service purposes. Other broadly adopted research platform is WARP [9]. The work in [10] uses this testbed to present an OFDM-based cooperative system using Alamouti’s block code to study its capability versus a 2 x 1 multiple input single output system. FPGA implementations of standards 802.11a and 802.16-2004’ modulators using Xilinx System Generator for DSP for high level design can be found in [11][12]. Channel propagation is also a field where testbeds can have a relevant role[13] in models validation.

Implementation of communication standards such as LTE have also been reported [14].

We present a SDR transceiver that can be reconfigured to implement pre-precoding and pos-coding algorithm schemes. The platform includes SISO baseband reconfigurable OFDM transceiver, which interfaces with an RF unit to up/down convert to the RF transmission frequency. For demonstration purpose we implemented the Alamouti techniques.

On the receiver side it should be able of achieve frame synchronization and estimate clock frequency
Two critical parts of the receiver are the synchronization and channel estimation subsystems. The synchronization should estimate the frame arrival time and a frequency offset between the local oscillator and RF carrier. Compensation can then be applied to the incoming signal. Unlike IEEE 802.11a/g and 802.16 (WiMAX), among others, this system does not use a training sequence to achieve time-domain synchronization.

An OFDM symbol, in frequency domain, each carrier should not only carry codified data but also control information. The transmitted value of a pilot carrier in the OFDM symbol is value is known by the receiver and allow for channel estimation. To make the system reconfigurable we codify the carrier’s sequence of an OFDM symbol according to the type of information they carry: data, zeros and pilots.

In [13] we reported a SISO OFDM real-time chain based on LTE parameters. In this paper we extend this chain to include the two transmitting antennas in the transmitter side. In the reference receiver only the blocks required for demodulating and decoding the baseband signal were required to be developed.

The aim of this paper is to present the implementation of an FPGA-based OFDM reconfigurable transceiver with a with OFDM transmitter and a receiver which implements ML time-domain synchronization algorithm, CFO correction, channel estimation and ZF channel equalization, using Xilinx System Generator for DSP.

The system presented was built using a high-level design tool built into Matlab’s Simulink, Xilinx System Generator for DSP, providing the user with high-level abstractions of the system that can be automatically compiled into an FPGA.

Work presented here is divided as follows: Section 2 presents the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing transceiver implemented in FPGA and some of its reconfigurable features; Section 3 presents a description of the upgrade made in the SISO OFDM architecture in order to convert it into a MISO OFDM system capable of implementing the Alamouti coding scheme algorithm; Section 4 presents the testbed platform used and how simulations were performed and Section V shows some of the validating results and explains the simulation results. Conclusions are provided on Section 4.

2 The orthogonal frequency division multiplexing transceiver

In this section we briefly present the basic OFDM transceiver developed for single input single output antenna. The transceiver was developed as a starting platform to be updated in order to investigate cooperative antennas algorithms.

2.1 Transmitter

The block diagram for the OFDM SISO transceiver discussed in this paper is depicted Fig. 1 and shows the main blocks for a standard OFDM transceiver with M-QAM modulation format.

One characteristic of the transmitter is that it should be flexible enough to assemble OFDM symbols in which the allocation of data and pilots to the subcarrier is mapped in a codifying vector. This way a finite set of vectors representing OFDM symbol types.

For instance a symbol used for synchronization; another symbol can have pilots together with data and anther symbols type have only data carriers.

In Fig.2 we show how we implement this flexible feature in our system. The ROM contains the addresses (or IFFT feeding order) of the frequency carriers that are being generated and is organized as a matrix. Columns represent addresses and OFDM symbols. Columns represent subcarrier index type of subcarrier. In each address besides the frequency index the ROM codifies the type of content for that specific carrier, data, pilots or zero. The least significant 10 bits contains the index for the frequency carrier (memory address) in the OFDM symbol. Two multiplexers M1 and M2 are responsible for the sequence how data, pilots and zeros is placed in an OFDM symbol. Depending on the type of the OFDM symbol, M1 selects a two bits from out of 4 bits in column in the matrix. Band guards and DC are filled with zeros.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
b_0 & b_1 & \cdots & b_{n-1} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{Data} \\
\text{data \text{ or \ Pil}} \\
\text{address} \text{ OFDM}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  \( (1) \)

The column selected according to the sequence of symbols type in the frame and stored in symbols type register. The output of M1 controls M2.
responsible to multiplex the data, pilots and zeros in the right sequence to fill the symbol memory.

**Fig. 1: Generic baseband OFDM transceiver.**

This block allows changing easily the symbol and frame sequence to accommodate different type of test symbols. Pre-coding data blocks that operate in the data symbols can be included and synchronized with this block.

On the transmitter, data is generated randomly by making an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of quadrature amplitude modulated (QAM) symbol sets with 1024 subcarriers. The CP is added after the IFFT and the OFDM symbols are combined in sequence to build a frame.

**Fig. 2: OFDM symbols assembly block diagram.**

### 2.2 Receiver

The functions that a receiver has to perform are more complex than the transmitter ones. They include the frame start detection and time synchronization as well as control and correction of any carrier frequency offset. In the next sections we will present how that functions were implemented in our platform.

#### 2.2.1 Time-domain synchronization

Receiver and transmitter operate with independent local reference oscillators. In order to perform an efficient demodulation, the receiver should be able to perform frame and carrier synchronization. The first operation defines the starting / ending points of the frame while the latter synchronizes the phase / frequency between transmitter and receiver. Erroneous frame detection is projected into the symbol constellation with a circular rotation, whereas the carrier frequency offset (CFO) causes all the subcarriers to shift and is projected as dispersion in the constellation points. Both ambiguities yield the received signal:

\[
r(k) = s(k - \tau) e^{j2\pi\varepsilon k/N} + n(k)
\]  

where \(\varepsilon\) is the normalized CFO, \(\tau\) is the unknown arrival time of a frame, \(s(k)\) is the transmitted signal, \(N\) is the number of samples per symbol, \(n(k)\) is the additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) and \(k\) is the sample index of each symbol ranging \([0, 1023]\).

Moose [15] presented a simple method using the CP just like Beek [16]. Schmidl and Cox [17] use the repetition on the preamble, providing a more robust algorithm for symbol formats where the CP is short.

We make use of preamble repetition on our system, together with the use of Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequences at the beginning of each frame for time-domain synchronization due to its good autocorrelation properties and given that they are a part of 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) air interface. Beek’s algorithm, see Figure 3, was the chosen one due its lower complexity and it can be easily adapted to take advantage of our ZC sequences.
The following subsections present the time-domain synchronization algorithm divided in three parts.

The algorithm presented on this subsection is based on the algorithms developed by Beek and the subsystem created for its purpose and adapted to the frame pattern on Figure 6 is illustrated in Figure 7. Beek exploits the CP by correlating it with a delayed version of itself. When the repeated pattern is located, a peak is generated in order to detect the frame arrival and the phase between patterns gives the CFO. The algorithm consists of two main branches. The top one calculates an energy term. While the bottom one calculates the correlation term required for estimating both symbol arrival time and phase offset. Equation (4) shows the calculation of the energy term and equation (5) shows the calculation of the correlation term.

\[
ms_1 = \frac{\rho}{2} \sum_{k=m}^{m+L-1} |r(k)|^2 + |r(k+N)|^2
\]  

\[
ms_2 = \frac{\rho}{2} \sum_{k=m}^{m+L-1} r(k)r^*(k+N)
\]  

Channel estimation has always been present in wireless communications systems to assist the receiver in mitigating the effects of the wireless multipath channel on the received signal. In OFDM systems, the acquisition of accurate (CSI) is crucial to achieve high spectral efficiency, with emphasis on the demodulation/decoding process, where the frequency response of the channel at the individual subcarrier frequencies needs to be accurately estimated to be used in the decoding process. Furthermore, the synchronization algorithm presents a phase offset ambiguity after frequency offset correction that must be estimated by the channel estimator and removed in the equalization process.

The system discussed in this paper uses the common rectangular pilot pattern adopted by the LTE standard with some adaptations, where a 12 symbol OFDM frame carries pilots in the 1st, 5th and 9th symbol. The pilot-carrying subcarriers are optimally equipowered and equidistant to achieve the lowest mean square error (MSE) [18][19], considering that the transceiver uses LS channel estimation.

The distance between consecutive pilots is 6 subcarriers. The first and last 208 subcarriers are not loaded making-up the band guards on each end of the spectrum to contain the spectral leakage typical of OFDM systems. An initial ZC training symbol is appended to the frame for synchronization. The frame structure is depicted in Figure 6.

This pilot arrangement has been extensively used in the related literature. Some of the outstanding works on channel estimation that used it can be found in [20][21][22].
To overcome the issue of having to extrapolate the edge subcarriers \[23\],[24], with the subsequent degradation of the estimation accuracy, the adopted frame structure has pilots at both edge subcarriers.

In this work, the initial estimate in the pilot subcarriers used the well-known LS estimator \[25\]. This classical estimator does not take advantage of the correlation of the channel across the subcarriers in frequency and time domains nor does it use a-priori information on the channel statistics to obtain the estimate, but, on the other hand, presents a reduced implementation complexity, requiring only an inversion and a multiplication per pilot subcarrier. Considering that the value received in the \(k\)th pilot subcarrier \(p(k)\) can be expressed by

\[
u(k) = s(k)h(k) + n(k)
\]

(5)

where \(h(k)\) is the channel value affecting the \(k\)th pilot subcarrier. The LS estimation’s output can be expressed as

\[
\hat{h}(k) = \frac{p(k)}{s(k)} = h(k) + n(k)
\]

(6)

that can be interpreted as noisy samples of the wanted channel frequency response (CFR).

In the literature, some channel estimation schemes output the full channel estimate (for both data and pilot subcarriers) \[20\], but our initial estimation only outputs the channel values for the pilot subcarriers. It is now necessary to estimate the channel values for the data-carrying subcarriers. The simplest method would be to extend the current channel estimates to the closest pilots in both frequency and time domains \[26\]. This method only yields acceptable performance if the correlation of the CFR for neighbouring pilots is significant. Therefore, it is only adequate for scenarios where the channel varies slowly and has a limited delay spread. The transceiver introduced in this paper adopted a linear interpolation method in the frequency domain, similar to the...
one found in [27][28], using a first order polynomial to define the line that connects two neighbouring pilots, enhancing the performance of the previous scheme [29]. Higher order polynomials could be used [30]-[32] to achieve higher accuracy in estimating highly selective channels, at the cost of a higher implementation complexity. With the full CFR for the pilot-carrying symbols, and as the pilot separation is small in time domain (4 symbols), the transceiver extends each CFR estimate until next pilot-carrying symbol, to get the full frame CFR.

3 MISO with Alamouti Codification

The following subsections present an implementation of the Alamouti algorithm, using the upgraded SISO HW platform to support the transmission of encoded data signals and decode the received signal. The MIMO systems need pre/post processing the signals for the multiple antennas, in both sides. Alamouti encoding/decoding, appears as being part of the transmit diversity, in this way not providing higher data rate, but conferring link robustness without increasing total transmission power or bandwidth. For two transmitting antennas and one receiving antenna it is achieved a diversity gain of 2 assuming an uncorrelated channel. The code presents a remarkable spatial and time diversity by using a simple code at the transmitter and linear decoding at the receiver, this means low complexity in the receiver.

3.1 Alamouti transceiver

In Fig. 6 it is represented the Alamouti transmitter and receiver diagram. The implementation uses the same HW blocks used to implement the SISO OFDM system to which the Alamouti encoder/decoder blocks have been added. The SISO transmitter is duplicated after the encoder to implement the MISO. The OFDM symbols transmitted which carry pilots to help channel estimation, should have, in each branch, their pilot carriers placed in non-coincident indexes. In one branch pilots occupy every other sixth index position and a zero is transmitted in the middle carrier between two pilots, on the other the branch pilots and zeros are swapped relatively to the other branch. This way, two channels can be estimated in the receiver, using a different set of pilots for each channel.

As in the transmitter, the Alamouti receiver uses the HW blocks that implement the SISO system. From the ADC to the channel estimator block, MISO and SISO receivers are similar. Time synchronization, CFO estimation CP removal and FFT transformation are common operations in both systems. The MISO system requires that the channel estimation is duplicated. The Alamouti decoding requires that a channel between each transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna to be calculated.

3.2 Alamouti encoder/decoder

The Alamouti coding encompasses two codes namely code 1 and code 2. Code 1 provides the original data on the first antenna, without any modification, being compatible with systems where the second antenna is not implemented or switched off and is the one used in LTE. We will implement original Alamouti code referred as code 2 and represented by Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Antenna 1</th>
<th>Antenna 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>s_k</td>
<td>s_{k+1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k+1</td>
<td>-s_{k+1}</td>
<td>s_k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The implementation of the code requires that the data time sequence between two paired symbols to be swapped. This is done by the circuit represented in Fig. 7. Two symbol sequences are created with one delayed relatively to the other. Than the two sequences are sampled alternatively using a multiplexer. This is simple way two change the time
order of consecutive pairs of symbols. The counter counts between on and zero, synchronized with the data. The other mathematical operation required is the conjugate.

![Fig. 7: Circuit to reverse two symbols time sequence.](image)

The estimated block symbols, in the frequency domain (i.e., after cyclic prefix removal and FFT), are given by

\[ s_k = h_{1,k+1}^* r_k + h_{2,k}^* r_k = \bar{s}_{k+1} = -h_{1,k}^* r_{k+1} + h_{2,k}^* r_{k+1} \]

where \( h_{1,k} \) and \( h_{2,k} \) represents the Rayleigh flat fading channel between antennas 1, 2 and the receiver, respectively, on the \( k \)th subcarrier.

The Alamouti decoding besides requiring channel estimation it also requires conjugate and complex multiplications.

### 3.3 The channel estimation

Channel estimation is required to decode the received signal in the Alamouti scheme. The channel estimation requires that the transmission between antennal and the receiver and antenna 2 and receiver is required. The channel is estimated using reference symbols, pilots QPSK modulated.

The pilots reference subcarriers occupy in the symbol an index position that are used in LTE. The pilots subcarriers for one transmitting antenna are set to zero in symbol to be transmitted by the other antenna. Relative index for the pilot subcarriers are displaced by two positions. This way when one antenna transmitting pilots the other antenna is transmitting a null which allow the channel can be estimated between transmitting antennas and receivers.

### 4 Numerical results

To test the platform model a scenario of a MISO SDR system was set up in the platform. The MISO consisted of two transmitting antennas and a receiving antenna. The transmitter was configured to implement the Alamouti scheme. The channels between transmitting antennas and receiving antenna have been implemented in Simulink/matlab to model a Rayleigh channel with two paths each. The filter coefficients have been obtained with matlab functions.

Several configurations have been assumed. First in a system model implemented in matlab it was obtained the bit error rate (BER) for a pure additive white Gaussian noise channel. In a second scenario we simulated the use of a single transmitting antenna and a single receiving antenna. The channel was one of Rayleigh channels. In a third scenario a second antenna was also transmitting and a Rayleigh channel was implemented between this antenna and the receiving antenna, the signal transmitted antenna. The multipath channel coefficients use are:

\[ \begin{align*}
Ca1 &= -0.3 + j1.0, \quad Ca2 = 0.096 - j0.96 \\
Cb1 &= 1.05 + j0.65, \quad Cb2 = -0.05 + j0.356
\end{align*} \]

The delay spread between the two complex coefficients for each channel is 50 μs.

In figure 8 we present the numerical results obtained from the simulations.

![Fig. 8: Numerical results with platform configured for MISO Alamouti scheme compared with SISO scheme](image)
The MISO system follows the Gaussian channel because the combination of the channels improves the performance compared to the SISO system. In fact, during the simulation the channels are static, they don’t vary from frame to frame.

5 Testbed HW Platform

Our hardware testbed platform uses two Xilinx ML605 development boards, one implements the transmitter the other implements the baseband receiver. The baseband dual antenna transmitter module connects with the analog RF transceivers via LPC and HPC FMC interfaces.

The RF boards are the FMCOMMS1-EBZ high speed analogue modules, which include DAC/ADC, IQ modulator/demodulator, RF up/down conversion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 System Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>System Parameters</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseband frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation QPSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcarrier separation 15 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol duration (Symbol+CP) 66.66 + 16.66 = 83.32 μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscillator frequency 7.68 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tests have been performed at 2.4 GHz and the two channels have been combined using a power combiner. Even though the targeted standard is LTE, such implementation can be adapted to several OFDM standards such as 802.11a, WiMAX, given the configurability of the parameters. The system parameters are presented in Table 2 and follow closely an LTE design. In this work we focused on QPSK modulation and used 1024 FFT carriers.

The OFDM symbol that is used in our test considers 600 useful carriers from 1024, the FFT size, the remaining carriers are set to zero. The frame has 7 symbols. The first one carries a Zadoff-Chou sequence occupying 72 carriers, in the center of the spectrum. The second OFDM symbol, as well as the fifth symbols, contains pilots and data. The remaining OFDM symbols are for data only.

Fig. 9: I/Q time domain signal at the input.

Fig. 10: OFDM symbol with a 6 kHz offset between oscillators. Before compensation (left) and after compensation (right).

Fig. 11: Recovered QPSK Constellation after decoding and equalization.

The frame configuration is defined in the compilation phase with the data to the ROM matrix being calculated using Matlab. The tests were performed in a wired-channel and the system was run at a system clock of 61.44 MHz. The results were obtained using the Xilinx ChipScope Pro tool. The number of symbols in a frame and its sequence type can be extended by coding a vector that represents frame organization.

6 Test Results

Several tests have been performed to validate the algorithms and transceivers implemented in the FPGA. First simulation using system generator for DSP and Simulink to check the algorithm working as expected. To simulate the channels between the transmitting antennas and the receiver we used cables with different lengths and a power combiner.
This way we have a more controlled scenario for testing. Fig. 9 shows part of a signal frame, recovered at the receiver baseband input (ADC output). This signal combines the two transmitted signals reaching the receiver. The peaks are due to the frequency pilots which we consider all equal to one, only for testing purposes, in the future they will be generated to minimize the (peak to average power rate) PAPR. The first symbol represents a Zadoff Chou sequence the second symbol carries pilots and the three following symbols are data symbols.

Fig. 10 shows the estimated and interpolated channels, phase and amplitude, Antenna 1 to receiver and antenna 2 to receiver. The results show a flat response in magnitude and a linear phase as expected.

In Fig. 11 a fully recovered constellation proves that encoding and decoding are working properly.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We were able to develop and implement in an FPGA a fully Alamouti scheme including RF transmission in the testing chain.

Although the Alamouti scheme conceptually is simple, its implementation in HW requires that control data paths and data processing for channel estimation to be properly designed in order to decoding is properly done. These processing techniques can be extended to other coding schemes, reducing the design time to implementation.

This work will continue to include in cooperation between transmitters. Future work will be to implement the functionalities that will allow precoding schemes. It requires the knowledge, by the transmitter, of the channel response. We will be looking for architectures to include this feature in the chain, well as developing precoding processing blocks.
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